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'QANDGROP.ER' is
lJnot Just a colloqulat
name for Western
Australians, it's also the
name for some very
strange, wholly sub-
terranean insects known
to entomologi  s ts  as
cylindrachetids.

These rather odd-
looking animals are
believedtobedescended
from grasshoppers.
Their streamlined bodies
with no trace of wings
are well-adapted to their
burrowing mode of life. The insects part the soil ahead
ofthem with breast-strokelike motions oftheir highly-
modified andverypowerful fore legs, mnr.ring backwards
or forwards within their galleries on the comparatively
tiny mid and hind legs. Raised trails across bare sand are
a sign of their presence.

My interest in sandgropers developed out of an
awareness that almost no reliable information had been
published on their biology, yet the inpects were virhrally
right under our feet here in Perth as the city is built on a
sand plain. Surely, I thought, one could easily leam
something about their biology if only enough fresh
specimens could be obtained. So, in April 2002 I began
spreading the word with the help of newspapers and
radio that i wanted specimens for study. I asked people
who found a live sandgroper to freeze it as soon as
possible to preserve gut contents, ovaries and other
internal organs, and to contact me at the Museum. I
received a very good public response, although most of
the calls I got concemed the supeficially similar mole
crickets (these have longantennae, long feelers extending
from the rearofthe body, hind legs as long orlongerthan
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the abdomen and the
adul ts  are usual ly
winged). Several farmers
from Dandaragan to
Northampton and beyond
proved to be the best
source of sandgroper
specimens for  they
occasionally ploughed
them up while preparing
lbr sowing new crops.

I have learned that
sandgropers are active
near the surface and
produce surface trails
only one or two days after

rain and while the surface soil is moist (mainly from
April to September). They create open tunnels as they
burrow though the soil and they can back-pedal in these
fairly swiftly ifthey are disturbed or strike a barrier. The
tunnels are just slightly greater in diameter than the
insects making them and don't permit tuming. It seems
to be chiefly the males that make the long surface trails
and probably they travel in search of females. However,
a small percentage of trails are made by females and
juveni les.

My dissections are still underway but already have
revealed that the insects consume a wide variety of
native and introduced plant material including roots and
leaves. Farmers'claims rhar sandgropers destro;. some
cereal plants by feeding on the bases of the stems and
pulling the plants down into the soil have been supported
by my analysis of gut contents. In several instances the
gut contents have also included various kinds of soil-
dwelling insects and some specimens had obviously
feasted on temites. Dissections have also revealed that
females produce eggs over most (ifnot all) of the year.
The large eggs are laid singly in deep burrows.
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